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"There are ten thousand 
other tiny things, and I 
really mean ten thousand. 
And every single one needs 
to be working correctly so 
that nothing interferes with 
the signal.”  - Rainer Weiss 
 

•  minuscule seismic tremors 
•  the wind in Hanford 
•  the water near Livingston 
•  fluctuations in the power grid 
•  distant lightning storms 
•  passing cars 
•  airplanes 
•  wolves 
•  … 





Distortions in spacetime 
alter pulsar phase 

Pulsar Timing Array 





Gravitational Wave Detection 

•  Sazhin (1978) and Detweiler (1979) 
–   single pulsar-Earth baseline 
–   single SMBH binary system 

 
•  Hellings & Downs (1983) 

–   quadrupolar correlations between pulsars 
–   stochastic background of gravitational waves 



Hellings & Downs (1983) 

Pulsar Timing Array 



Gravitational Wave Background 

•  Cosmological 
– energetic processes in early Universe  

(e.g. inflation) 
 

•  Astrophysical 
–   population of SMBH binaries 
–   Jaffe & Backer (2003) 
–   Wyithe & Loeb (2003) 
–   Sesana, Vecchio & Colacino (2008) 



Point Source sensitivity 

Credit: D. Yardley 



Pulsar Timing Arrays 

•  PPTA: Parkes Pulsar Timing Array 

•  NANOGrav: North American Nanohertz Observatory 
 

•  EPTA: European Pulsar Timing Array 
 

•  IPTA: International Pulsar Timing Array 
–   consortium of consortia (2008) 



Gravitational Wave Detection is Challenging 

•  Pulsar intrinsic 
–  Stochastic impulsive emission (white noise) 
–  Spin irregularity (red noise) 

 
•  Interstellar medium 

–  Variations in electron density along line of sight (red) 
–  Multipath propagation (scattering) 

 
•  Within solar system 

–  Errors in the solar system ephemeris (dipolar) 
–  Errors in the definition of time on Earth (monopolar) 
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•  Big picture of Interstellar Medium 

NASA, ESA and J. Hester (ASU) 
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Hemberger & Stinebring (2008) 
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Delay - Doppler 

Walker et al. (2004) 
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Brisken et al. 
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Conventional (Pulsar) 
Spectroscopy 

•  Dynamic spectrum  
on-pulse less off-pulse 

•  Time span = P/2 

•  Δνmin = 2/P 

27 



Cyclic Spectroscopy 

•  α = k/P = harmonics of spin frequency 
•  ν = radio frequency 
•  X(ν+α/2) = RF spectrum “mixed” with 

harmonic of spin frequency 
•  upper and lower “sidebands” cross-multiplied 
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Credit: Mark Walker 
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Transfer 
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Transfer 
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Figure 7 
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Figure 2 and 4 
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Hemberger & Stinebring (2008) 



Degeneracy 

•  exp(ρ) = overall scale 
•  φ = absolute phase 
•  τ = delay (phase gradient in Fourier domain) 
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Brisken et al. 

Brisken et al. (2010) 





Delay - Doppler 

Walker et al. (2004) 
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Fig. 1.—Dynamic spectrum for PSR J1141!6545 represents the pulsar flux
as a function of time and radio frequency. Plot is presented as a two-level
gray scale for emphasis. The vertical blurring once per orbit is interpreted as
a lower relative speed in the plane of the sky.

as well as the longitude of periastron. As with the analysis of
PSR B0655"64 by Lyne (1984), there is a clear degeneracy
between two distinct solutions of equal significance. In this case,
however, the degeneracy can be broken: one of the solutions
indicates an unreasonably low neutron star mass. The structure
of this Letter is as follows: in § 2 we describe our observations
and methodology for determining the scintillation parameters;
§ 3 describes the model and our fitted results; and finally, § 4
discusses the results and their implications for future relativistic
observables and the origin of pulsar velocities.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

PSR J1141!6545 was observed on 2002 January 27 for
approximately 10 hr using the Parkes 64 m radio telescope.
The MHz filter bank centered at 1390 MHz was512# 0.5
used with the center element of the Parkes multibeam receiver
(Staveley-Smith et al. 1996). In each filter bank channel, the
power in both linear polarizations was detected and summed
before 1 bit sampling the total intensity every 250 ms. The
results were written to magnetic tape for off-line processing.
Average pulse profiles were produced by folding the raw data

in each 500 kHz frequency channel modulo the topocentric pulse
period. An integration time of 29 s provided sufficient resolution
to resolve the scintillation structure throughout the orbit. For
each profile, themean level of the off-pulse regionwas subtracted
from that of the on-pulse region to produce a dynamic spectrum.
Figure 1 shows the clear orbital modulation of the dynamic
spectrum. In each orbital period there is an obvious apparent
vertical “blurring” as the scintillation timescale varies.
In order to model the physical parameters of the binary

system, we require estimates of the pulsar’s velocity as a func-
tion of orbital phase. Individual measurements of the transverse
velocity were obtained at different epochs throughout the ob-
servation by determining the scintillation timescale and band-
width. These were derived from the two-dimensional auto-
correlation function (ACF).
Individual ACFs were calculated over a small region of the

data set that spanned approximately 12 minutes in the time do-
main and 24 MHz in the frequency domain. A two-dimensional
fast Fourier transform was calculated and multiplied by its com-
plex conjugate to form the ACF. To improve the signal-to-noise
ratio, a single ACF was formed at each time step by combining
all the ACFs produced across the bandpass. The scintillation
timescale was defined to be the full width of a Gaussian fit1/e
to the central peak of the ACF in the direction of increasing time
lag. Following convention (Cordes 1986), the scintillation band-
width was defined to be half the width at half-height of a Gaus-
sian fit across the frequency lags.
By moving the ACF window through the dynamic spectrum

with a time step of one time lag, or 29 s, scintillation parameters
were assigned a time corresponding to the central lag of the
ACF. These values were integrated into 32 binary phase bins
using the ephemeris presented by Kaspi et al. (2000). The value
of the scintillation velocity was determined using the following
relationship:

1/2(DDn )d4V p 2.53# 10 . (1)ISS ftd

Equation (1) is after Cordes & Rickett (1998). is the scin-VISS
tillation velocity, is the Earth-pulsar distance in kiloparsecs,D

is the scintillation bandwidth in megahertz, and is theDn td d

scintillation timescale in seconds. The constant multiplicative
factor is the value determined by Cordes & Rickett (1998) for

a uniform Kolmogorov scattering medium. The distance used
was 3.7 kpc (Ord et al. 2002). Any uncertainty is incorporated
into a scaling parameter within the model.
This process produced the scintillation velocity as a function

of mean orbital anomaly. The system is significantly eccentric
( ), and the model described in § 3 constructs the ve-e ∼ 0.17
locity as a function of true—not mean—orbital anomaly. We
therefore transform the observed scintillation velocity into a
function of eccentric anomaly, h, by an iterative solution of
Kepler’s equation, , where is the mean anom-e p h " e sin h e
aly. Eccentric anomaly is converted into true anomaly, v, via
a simple trigonometric relationship:

1/2v 1" e h
tan p tan . (2)( ) ( ) ( )2 1! e 2

3. THE MODEL

To determine the most probable runaway velocity and in-
clination angle of this system, we constructed a model that
calculated the transverse velocity as a function of five free
parameters. These were as follows: the components of the trans-
verse velocity along and perpendicular to the line of nodes,

and , respectively; the orbital inclination angle i; av vplane per
scaling factor k; and the longitude of periastron q. The latter
is accurately determined by pulse timing and allows us to con-
firm the validity of our results.
The orbital velocity was calculated as a function of true

orbital anomaly (v) and broken into a radial component directed
toward the focus of the orbital ellipse in the line of nodes ( );vr
the second component was perpendicular to and in the di-vr
rection of the orbital motion .vv

In this framework, the space velocity as a function of true
orbital anomaly is given by

2pxc
v p e sin v, (3)r 2 1/2sin i(1! e ) Pb

2pxc
v p (1" e cos v), (4)v 2 1/2sin i(1! e ) Pb



Future Work 

•  Break geometric degeneracies 
–   pulsar orbital phase  
–   Earth’s orbital phase (day of year) 

 
•  Holographic image of scattering screen 

–   test / modify theories of physical origin 
 

•  Predict absolute propagation delays 
–   increase PTA sensitivity to GWB! 


